
Present:  Pat Simpson / Judith Redfern / Lynn Wylie / Peter Allan / Val Allan / Tony Needham / Ken 
Pattison / Jamie Westwood  
 
Apologies: Wilma Campbell / Colin Raine / Helen Raine / Val Hughes 
 
The previous minutes were agreed. 
 
Finances - PA 
Another signatory for the cheques is required, Lynn Wylie volunteered and was agreed by the meeting. 
Bee account £670.12  General account £1264.93  Total £1935.05 
There is also £270 proceeds to include from the Country Fair stall 
HPC have awarded £500 (which we are currently spending on bulbs, wildflower seeds and wildflower 
plugs). 
Some recent expenses include £55 for swift boxes, £526 pathway maintenance and refurb (the meeting 
agreed that the pathway is looking very good). Bug hotel materials £80. Orchard grass cutting £60 
 
Bird hide - JW 
Zac is continuing to refill the feeders as necessary. Some of the fat balls have gone mouldy. The 
sunflower seeds seem much more popular than the fat balls so we won’t buy any more fat balls for the 
present time. There doesn’t appear to be any more squirrel damage since the new feeders were put up. 
C & H R hope to make the Hedgehog Highway entrance in the bird hide soon and put the hedgehog 
shelter material in place. 
 
Step over apples at the orchard - PS 
Three of the step overs need replacing which the meeting agreed to ask Brian Gable to supply. The 
meeting also agreed to accept Brian’s offer of another apricot for the west wall. 
 
Working Party’s required - PS 
Seasonal work needs doing on the following : 
Jean’s Garden / raspberry canes / hay meadow. 
The hay meadow is the most urgent so a working party is arranged for Tuesday 22 October at 1.30pm. 
The cut grass needs raking. TN will if possible, borrow the scarifier again. There are bulbs to plant and 
yellow rattle seeds to scatter. 
Please bring your own rakes and trowels. 
KP said that he thought the EPICH bulb planters and other equipment was in one of the metal 
containers at the Grange. PA will check with Martin Harrison as some sort of inventory needs to be 
done. 
 
Lychgate Orchard - PS for HR 
Colin and Helen have looked at Lychgate and as it’s still quite tidy a working party will be organised for 
later in the year. 
 
Village Planters - Nigel has replaced the pelargoniums with wallflowers for the spring  
 
Bug Hotel - PS  
The meeting agreed on how impressed we are with the construction of the bug hotel, it’s exactly what 
we had in mind and we would like to thank a Nigel for his skill and hard work. 
Unfortunately the Beavers leader has not come back to us since her email advising that she would talk 
to the other leaders about helping to fill the bug hotel. 
Another suggestion is to advertise it on Hurworth Live and ask villagers to fill it. A picture of a completed 
bug hotel could be shown to indicate what is required. Meanwhile the working party next a Tuesday will 
be asked to bring along material to make a start. If necessary the material can be stored in the bird hide. 
 
Bees - JR 
JR and PS had been to inspect another proposed site at Glebe View Farm. 
Although not a big site and not as sheltered as the Clervaux site, we felt it is worth experimenting with 
possibly two hives. There are two hives at Clervaux which will need to be moved during the winter 
because of the increased footfall on the nearby pathway so these hives could be good candidates. 
 
Sainfoin - KP 
There have been mixed reviews on this particular crop but KP is passing information to the local farmers 
to create interest and hopefully discussions. 
 
Daffodil Trail - PS 
At the last meeting the group agreed to look in passing at the proposed trail between the villages. The 
general feeling of the meeting is that the verges and hedge roots would make it too difficult to plant 
bulbs. 



 
Priory School & proposed bird boxes etc. - KP 
Ken had sent all the specifications to the school but hasn’t heard anything yet although we are aware 
that the pupils will need training on how to use the equipment. KP will follow up. 
 
Talk to Sadberge - KP 
Sadberge parish council are keen to set up a similar environmental group and would like EPICH to 
attend a meeting. Volunteers please 
 
Crab Apples trees - PS 
The meeting agreed that a possible location would be where Peter Foster has had to remove two large 
trees at the Grange. PA will talk to Peter Foster. 
 
Wildflower Meadow - JR 
Cowslip plugs will be purchased. Also JR has some foxgloves ready for planting. 
It was suggested by the meeting that foxgloves could also be planted in various areas around the 
Grange. 
 
Hedgehog Friendly Village status - PS  
Deferred until HR available for an update. 
 
DOVES - JR 
JR had attended the quarterly meeting and thinks its worth being part of.  
JR is still awaiting the publishing of the minutes to pass on to the group so will follow up. 
 
National Tree Planting Day - PS for CR 
If possible we will hopefully plant at least one of the crab apples and publicise on Hurworth Live. 
CR has also been given some daffodil bulbs which we will plant on Hurworth Place riverbank to increase 
the numbers there. 
 
Grass Verges - PA & PS 
Ken had sent an email around about councils cutting down on the mowing of grass verges to improve 
the flora. 
It was suggested that signs could be purchased about “not mowing” to advertise the idea. 
 
AOB - PA 
After an enquiry from a new resident at Rockliffe Court about maintenance of her garden, PA gave the 
background to the meeting. The gardens were maintained by a group called Friends of Rockliffe Court 
which Peter thinks may now be defunct. Peter will check but if necessary could EPICH help? 
 
Next meeting will be  - Wednesday 4th December 6.30 Bagshaw Gallery. 
 


